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All About
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4-H Camp & Clinic
in West Virginia
by Suzanne Warsinsky

W

hole horse strategies in horse care are becoming increasingly

to notions of whole horse wellness that come through balancing feet, body,
and teeth, similar to concepts of Postural Rehabilitation.
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the country, a growing number of holistic horse fairs are being organized
as an alternative.
the Whole Horse Symposium, which brought together on a national
level a who’s who of veterinarians, hoof care practitioners, dental experts,
body workers, dieticians, researchers, and other natural horse care
leaders. Following this event, smaller holistic and whole horse events,
most aimed at local education for horse guardians, were organized. These
to equine caretakers who might be looking to develop their own whole
horse care team.

Claire “clicker training” a Dad to dance.
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In June 2012, one 4-H club took this a step further and organized a
weekend camp devoted entirely to whole horse notions, bringing the
clinicians directly to the children, with the youth as the target audience
and adults as the onlookers.
The High Riders 4-H Club in Randolph County, West Virginia organized
camped out at Camp Pioneer in Beverly, WV. Parents participated as they

All about Balance Weekend

The clinic kicked off Friday evening with a keynote presentation and
practice in operant conditioning using clicker training as a modality.
Dr. Claire St. Peter, PhD in Psychology, entertained while educating
the Club by “clicker training” a willing parent in a behavior the children
chose themselves (in this case, dancing). The kids discussed what
they might like to teach their horses or modify in their horse’s current
behavior, and how clicker training could be applied; each left with a
clicker for practice.
The core component of the clinic/ camp began Saturday morning. Through
a series of three interactive lectures, the High Riders were introduced

4H participants
examine equine
distal limb bones.

taught some basic hoof anatomy, how hooves relate to stance, and how
horse models to illustrate
comparative anatomy of the horse body and the human body. This foundational presentation was rounded out by an Equine Dentist who explained
why proper dental examinations are important and how balancing teeth
particular focus for how their special area interacts with the other two
(hooves, body, teeth).
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Centered Riding Instructor. With
a good, basic understanding
of what constitutes a balanced
horse from the morning’s presentation, the participants were
better able to see what their
horses were doing and judge
their movement and behavior, as
well as gauge their own personal
equilibrium and how it interacted
with that of the horse.

Participants learn Centered Riding
from Certified Centered Riding Instructor
Carol Burdick, assisted by Erica Janes,
PATH certified.
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Saturday afternoon and Sunday,
handling and riding of horses

When not riding, the young
participants were split into
groups and rotated to follow more in-depth hands-on instruction and
practice in hoof trimming, massage therapy, and equine dentistry.

Reflection

anatomical points of reference and handle trimming tools to produce a

I want to learn to take the best care of my horse!”

by a team of instructors. Katie
said she generally did not score
well in shows because her horse
did not stretch out her neck and
hold it at the customary Western
Pleasure level, and she was
unwilling to tie Jazzy down
experience, Jazzy relaxed and
Stretching Jazzy.
was physically able to hold her
neck and head in a more natural position. Jazzy was the perfect example
of bringing a horse into balance through a team approach.

Camp Side of the Weekend
The Club wanted to keep things natural, and so used the same theme
throughout. Balance in nutrition was addressed by serving the children
healthy and fun meals, which utilized locally-grown, fresh ingredients as
much as possible. This included a salsa making contest where the kids
made up their own recipes using various fruits and vegetables with the
healthy, homemade horse treats for their equine partners.
For arts and crafts, a beading table was available during free time.
The 4-Hers made spirit beads for their horses and themselves. They also
decorated stall signs for their horses and designed and decorated their
own camp T-shirt.
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Certified Massage
Therapist Inez
Donmoyer of Unicorn
Dreams Wholistic
Touch and 4Hers
chalked muscles on
the right side and
bones on the left side
of Bitsy, a Rocky
Mountain Horse.
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Former High Rider Katie
Demyan served as ECI (Extension Camp Instructor). She
brought her horse, Jazzy, who
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and skeleton onto willing participant ponies so they could visually see
how the horse’s anatomy and movement looked; they also learned a few
techniques to properly stretch their own mounts. The Equine Dentist
furthered the children’s knowledge by identifying the order of eruption
and aging through teeth.

individually experienced the learning. Massage Therapy was perhaps
mentioned most frequently; a month later, one girl followed up with a
wonderful visual presentation on Massage Therapy – it won a blue ribbon
and went on to compete at the State Fair.
Pairing the whole horse paradigm with traditional organizations such as
4-H or Pony Club can produce a fantastic, high-energy event for organizers,
instructors, youth, and participating horses. Many thanks to all who
donated their time and experience to this one!!
youth-oriented group but would like some assistance, please contact the
author at the email provided.
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